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Graziano and colleagues (forthcoming) sketch some suggestive ways in which Graziano’s
attention-schema theory (AST) of consciousness (Graziano 2013, 2019; Webb and
Graziano 2015) connects with three other theories: the global-workspace theory (GWT) of
Baars (1997) and Dehaene and Naccache (2001), higher-order-thought (HOT) theory
(Rosenthal 2005), and illusionism (Frankish 2016).
According to Graziano and colleagues, these “theories should not be viewed as rivals, but
as partial perspectives on a deeper mechanism” (1). The deeper mechanism they have in
mind is that of AST, which they urge constitutes “a kind of standard model that covers the
basics if not the details” of consciousness (1). I’ll raise difficulties for this irenic construal of
these four theories, and argue that they are in important ways theoretical competitors.
Graziano and colleagues see the term ‘consciousness’ as applying to two distinct
phenomena. One is “how select information reaches a state in which it is bundled centrally
and can impact output systems.” They call this i-consciousness, in contrast with what they
call m-consciousness, “a more mysterious, extra, experiential essence that people claim
accompanies the informational content” that occurs in i-consciousness (2). The ‘m’ of ‘mconsciousness’ reflects their view that this notion is inherently mysterious.
With that distinction in place, Graziano and colleagues urge that the central issue for a
theoretical treatment of consciousness is “whether m-consciousness, the more ethereal
notion of consciousness that people intuitively believe they have, is accurate or instead is
an imperfect model of i-consciousness” (2). I’ll raise concerns about both these notions.
To begin with, i-consciousness is not something we would naturally classify as any kind of
consciousness at all. I-consciousness is exclusively an information-processing notion, and
all the relevant processing can occur without being in any way conscious. Indeed,
Graziano and colleagues themselves refer to i-consciousness as merely “the content of
consciousness” (2), and the content of consciousness is typically something that can occur
either consciously or not.
As Graziano and colleagues note, GWT is in effect “an account of i-consciousness” (2).
So the foregoing is also a difficulty for that theory. GWT holds that a state is conscious if
its content reaches a global workspace, making it available to downstream processing
across various modules. But being globally available is not itself a way of being conscious.
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There is doubtless considerable overlap between the states we classify as conscious and
those that are globally available for downstream processing. But even if that overlap were
total, there would be no reason to see being globally available as a way for a state to be
conscious.
And the overlap is far from total. Visual states remain conscious well into the periphery,
however scant in detail, and conscious peripheral states are rarely available for global
processing. Similarly for conscious background auditory sensations. And unconscious
thoughts and desires sometimes have global effects. These considerations also apply to
Block’s (1995) notion of access consciousness. I-consciousness and access
consciousness are not types of consciousness at all.
Graziano and colleagues hint at this when they note that GWT “leaves unexplained how
people end up believing they have a subjective experience” (13). Their oblique
formulation, about “people … believing they have a subjective experience,” is because
they see subjective experience as m-consciousness, which they see in turn as mysterious
and ethereal. But the difficulty about i-consciousness is worse than that. I-consciousness
is independent of anything we naturally classify as consciousness.
Because GWT can’t explain why people believe they have subjective experience,
Graziano and colleagues invoke something they think of as a higher-order (HO) theory.
They see HO theory in its most general form as holding that one’s being aware of a
stimulus “requires higher-order information about one’s own internal processes in addition
to lower-order information about the stimulus.” And noting that there is debate about just
“what that higher-order information is” (13), they construe it along the lines of AST.
The information processing of i-consciousness, they urge, is dominated by attentional
factors. So the HO information they posit is “[a] model of one’s own attention” (13), of the
attentional processes that dominate and guide i-consciousness. That model is the
attention schema of AST, construed by “analogy to the body schema that is theorized to
contribute to the control of movement” (8). Since this attention schema is a model of
attentional processes that figure in i-consciousness and GWT is a theory of iconsciousness, GWT provides a theory of the “lower-order information about the stimulus.”
And because they posit the attention schema as a HO model of that lower-order
information, they present AST as a synthesis of GWT with a type of HO theory.
Graziano and colleagues see this synthesis as supporting their claim that AST, GWT, and
HO theory "should not be viewed as rivals, but as partial perspectives on a deeper
mechanism.” But the HO theory that figures in this synthesis only nominally resembles
contemporary HO theories of consciousness. Those theories rely not on an internal model
of information processing, but on our awareness of psychological states that we naturally
classify as conscious. HO theories rely on what I have called (2005) the transitivity
principle, which holds that a psychological state is conscious only if one is in some suitable
way aware of that state. Suppose somebody is in some psychological state but is in no
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way aware of being in it, and would sincerely deny its presence. That psychological state
is plainly not a conscious state. And that implies the transitivity principle.1
On the transitivity principle, a state’s being conscious consists in one’s being aware of
one’s being in that state. But there is no circularity in appealing to that higher-order
awareness to explain consciousness. On higher-order-thought theory, one is aware of the
state by having a thought, independently of any conscious inference, that one is in that
state; others have appealed to a higher-order perception. Since thoughts and perceptions
need not occur consciously, we can explain them independently of consciousness. And
the relevant HO thoughts or perceptions would themselves almost never be conscious;
their being conscious would require a third-order state that resulted in one’s being aware of
them, and that would be very rare.
Though HO theorists do invoke different ways of being aware of conscious states,
Graziano and colleagues are wrong to claim that there is debate about what “higher-order
information” such theories posit. That information is always that one is in the target state.
By contrast, the attention schema of AST is just an internal model of attentional factors that
dominate psychological processing; it involves no higher-order awareness of the sort
invoked by HO theories. Contemporary HO theories simply do not figure in the synthesis
proposed by Graziano and colleagues.
The transitivity principle, moreover, is well-motivated. Since a state of which one is totally
unaware fails to be conscious, some awareness of a state is necessary for it to be
conscious. There is no reason, by contrast, why an attention schema would result in any
kind of consciousness. Simply being a HO schema is not enough. Graziano and
colleagues urge that “[a] model of one’s own attention would be useful for predicting one’s
own behaviour, and would also be useful for regulating attention itself” (13). But such
predicting and regulating need not occur consciously. Predicting one’s own behavior is
sometimes just having unconscious expectations about that behavior, and most regulating
of attention occurs unconsciously. There is no reason to expect an attention schema by
itself to result in consciousness.
But Graziano and colleagues don’t in fact think that the attention schema does result in
consciousness. Rather, it results just in m-consciousness, the “imperfect model of iconsciousness” they regard as so mysterious. The attention schema results not in
subjective experience itself, but only in “people … believing they have a subjective
experience,” in an illusory belief in an ethereal, mysterious m-consciousness.
As Graziano and colleagues note, the idea that we need explain only people’s beliefs in
subjective experience and not subjective experience itself “resembles the illusionist view of
consciousness” (4) (Frankish 2016). And folding in that view completes their proposal to
reconcile the four theories of consciousness. According to illusionism, there are no
phenomenal properties as conceived by theorists such as Block and Nagel (1974), and the
1

Indeed, one advocate of GWT insists on the importance of the higher-order awareness
invoked by the transitivity principle for a state to be conscious (Naccache 2018, p. 2).
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sense that there is something it’s like to have conscious experiences is an illusion.
Illusionism does not claim there are no experiences; it rejects only the tacit theoretical
implications of the notions many theorists invoke of phenomenal consciousness and of
there being something it’s like to have experiences. Similarly, Graziano and colleagues
regard m-consciousness as in effect illusory, as “a simplified, cartoon version of the social
world in which agents … possess an invisible, energy-like or plasma like mental essence”
(3).
Graziano and colleagues rely on some experimental work (e.g., Guterstam et al 2019) to
show that people do actually think of consciousness in such figurative, quasi-literary terms.
But though subjects may sometimes describe their conscious experiences in these ways,
it’s unlikely that those descriptions literally reflect tacit theories they hold. Rather, people
simply find it easiest to describe conscious experience in such evocative ways, relying on
others to understand metaphor for what it is. Even when experimental work does elicit
such figurative remarks, we should be highly cautious in taking those remarks to reflect
literal beliefs.
And consciousness is in any case not an illusion. On our commonsense conception,
consciousness is simply the way our mental lives subjectively appear to us. It is mental
appearance. The stream of consciousness is a stream of appearances of psychological
states that we seem to be in. And those appearances are themselves real; it is not illusory
that we seem subjectively to be in various psychological states.
It may well be that we sometimes seem subjectively to be in states that we’re not actually
in; it may seem subjectively that we see something red when our actual visual state is of
something orange. So the way our psychological states subjectively appear to us may in
that way sometimes be illusory. But whatever disparity does occur between the
psychological states we’re actually in and those we subjectively seem to be in does not
support seeing consciousness itself as illusory. The subjective appearances are real
psychological occurrences.
Illusionism is right that the notions of phenomenal consciousness and phenomenal
properties, as they occur in much current literature, do carry problematic theoretical
baggage. That problematic baggage consists in holding that the property of a state’s being
conscious is intrinsic to the state’s other mental properties, something not present in folk
theory. But that theoretically contentious and optional claim can readily be rejected without
the radical and implausible claim that consciousness itself is illusory (e.g., Rosenthal
2010). The problematic implications result only from holding that we know about mental
qualitative character in the first instance from the way it is conscious. The apparent
mystery about qualitative consciousness is due solely to that assumption, not to the
figurative ways people sometimes describe their conscious experiences.
And that assumption is misguided. We know about mental qualitative character mainly
from the role it plays in perceiving, and perceiving can occur without being conscious.
Indeed, we cast even our first-person descriptions of what conscious experiences are like
for us in third-person perceptual terms, by appeal to the types of object that perceptually
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result in the relevant experiences. A satisfactory account of conscious qualitative
character in terms of perceptual role need involve nothing mysterious, ethereal, or illusory
(Rosenthal 2010; 2005, chs. 5-7).
Consciousness is the way our mental lives appear to us subjectively. Those subjective
appearances are the higher-order awarenesses that HO theories posit to explain
consciousness. There is nothing illusory about the occurrence of these higher-order
awarenesses, and no need to posit an attention schema to explain consciousness.
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